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The leaders of the mid-eighteenth century “Quaker Reformation”1 in America had money on the mind. They repeatedly tied the perceived spiritual decline of the Society – which inspired them to travel, preach, and reinforce sectarian discipline – to the new realities of wealth and prestige amongst Quakers. Samuel Fothergill once quipped about Pennsylvanian Friends: “Their fathers came into the country in its infancy, and bought large tracts of land for a trifle; their sons found large estates come into their possession… They settled in ease and affluence, and whilst they made the barren wilderness as a fruitful field, suffered the plantation of God to be as a field uncultivated, and a desert.”2 Leading Quaker reformers viewed the levels of comfort and material wealth enjoyed by many Quakers as problematic – not inherently bad, yet somehow connected to the Society’s perceived spiritual decline.

But why the fuss? The eighteenth-century Quaker “grandees” were not the first Friends with wealth and prestige. Indeed, three of the brightest stars in the Quaker sky – George Fox, Robert Barclay, and William Penn – were themselves affluent and important people.3 Earlier generations of Quakers could both count their money and flourish spiritually, and yet the reformers feared that the wealth of their own generation was essentially linked to the Society’s spiritual decline. How and why was the increasing wealth of the Society a cause of concern for the Quaker reformers?

This paper is a study of the reformers’ understanding of and response to luxury4 from 1737 to 1798.5 I will make four distinct but connected points. First, the new realities and values of emergent market capitalism generated the reformers’ concern about luxury and material vice. What rattled the reformers therefore was not so much an increase in luxury amongst Friends, but rather a redefinition of luxury in the world around them. Second, the new ambiguities that infiltrated categories such as “superfluity” and “vanity” confounded the reformers, causing them to search their quietist theology and Quaker heritage for a response. They unanimously agreed that, since all luxury is caused by the “spirit of the world,” the solution would be to attack that spirit directly. Third, the reformers had a diverse spectrum of ideas about how to best confront the “spirit of the world.” Fourth, the reinforcement of sectarian discipline, so well associated with the mid-eighteenth century Quaker Reformation, was employed as the principal solution primarily because it could be agreed upon by men and women with diverse
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ideas. In the conclusion, I will explore why this response proved an ineffective weapon against the onslaught of change brought by burgeoning American capitalism. This is a useful study for better understanding both the context and motivations of the Quaker Reformation and also the wider Quaker response to capitalism.

The Changing Definition of Luxury

Abuses and vice connected with money or material possessions had always been on the Quaker radar. As early as 1648 George Fox railed against the desire for money. Soon afterwards he complained that the resources spent on luxury, if properly redirected, would ably feed the poor. The most striking thing about the writings of seventeenth-century Friends on luxury or material vice is their confidence in knowing their subject. Early Quakers had a confident working definition of luxury or material vice that reflected former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart’s famous definition of obscenity: they would know it when they saw it.

Robert Barclay, in his influential Apology for the True Christian Divinity, depicted the sin of vanity or superfluity in two ways. The first was when men and women “not content with what their condition can bear…do stretch to have things, that from their rarity…seem to be precious,” in other words, when individuals attempt to possess or flaunt status symbols beyond their actual station in life. The second was when people add to the things necessary for life “things merely superfluous, such as is the use of ribbands and lace, and much more of that kind of stuff, as painting the face, [and] plaisting the hair.” The interesting thing about Barclay’s definitions and condemnations is the confidence by which “sober men” could and would recognize such superfluities as “unlawful.” He finishes his section on superfluity10 by saying “And though sober men, among all sorts, will say that it were better these things were not, yet will they not reckon them unlawful, and therefore do admit the use of them among their church members. But we do account them altogether unlawful, and unsuitable to Christians.”

Quakers, who were infallibly aided by the Inward Light12 to recognize good from evil, did not have the gray areas afforded by people of other “sorts.” Though superfluous items may be deemed lawful by others, they were plainly and simply unlawful, and quickly recognized as such by Quaker eyes.

This Quaker moral confidence quickly translated into explicit condemnations of specific items. Quakers spelled out elaborate rules about which types of dress, for example, were appropriate and which were not appropriate.13 The stress of these “Advices” was on simplicity and plainness more than uniformity.14 Uniformity was not at this time necessary because
Quakers were confident that “simplicity” would be easily recognizable and unlawful violations of superfluity would be equally discernable. Material items, such as clothes and furniture, were divided into two categories: the functional (lawful) and the superfluous (unlawful), and there was no fear or anxiety about the two being confused.

Early Quakers also trusted that their discipline, which guarded the purity of both individuals and the Society, would effectively ward off the sin of luxury as much as any other sin. Since the beginning of formal discipline and order in the Society (beginning with Fox’s release from prison in 1666 and culminating in the Wilkinson/Story crisis of 1676), Quakers had trusted in the disciplinary process as a beneficial one for the soul and direction of the society. The first generations of Quakers trusted that the unlawfulness of material vice could not gain in the Society if they had the purity that accompanied solid “advices,” order, and discipline. Quakers would be able to identify the presence of unlawful things, condemn them, and expel them.

Times change, however, and the world of the mid-eighteenth century knocked holes in the wall of Quaker confidence. The intrusion of war into Quaker America, starting with King George’s War in 1741, unnerved the comfortable tranquility of Friends. Smallpox, yellow fever, poverty, a high death rate and poor sanitation plagued Philadelphia. Quakers were aware that they lived in a changing world, the results of which were often unsettling. Perhaps the most deeply unsettling changes, however, were those in the marketplace. In America, the importation of British manufactured goods exploded in the 1740s, while Britain was riding a wave of imports from the Far East. It was also a time of increasing class consciousness, with individual and social identification more and more becoming tied to one’s income and accumulation of capital. In short, one’s social standing was dependent less and less on traditional stations of deference and more and more on economic realities and displays of wealth, resulting in the increased importance and application of status symbols for all colonists.

The advent of widespread choice in the consumer marketplace “had begun to uncouple status and class,” resulting in a widespread “undeniable sense of instability.” Being “high class” no longer meant “well-bred” but increasingly meant “well-moneyed.” In addition, the massive proliferation of material goods in the colonies radically changed the accessibility of materials and status symbols previously reserved only for a minority elite. These changes, brought about by the emergence of capitalism, created concerns for a variety of people on both sides of the Atlantic.

These same changes in the marketplace also had a curious but undeniable effect on Quakers by radically destabilizing their attitudes towards luxury and material vice. Before, if a Quaker wore a cloth or material not readily
made in one’s area, it would have been recognized as a sure sign that he or she was violating Barclay’s first rule against vice: do not stretch beyond your given social setting to have an object that, from its “rarity . . . seems to be precious.” After the 1740s, however, one could have clothes made from unique, imported material and claim to be making no reach for vanity or prominence. The proliferation of status symbols complicated their possession. Having imported or fine materials, even for a person without much money, was no longer an open-and-shut case of social-station violation. Likewise (continuing to use the example of dress) a man could be a good upstanding Quaker in following the “Advices,” never having worn an extra button a single day of his life; and yet could still be clearly recognized in the new class-conscious society as “rich.” Many outsiders recognized that, though plain in style, Quaker clothing was made from the most expensive materials available.25 People would have recognized such Friends as luxuriously enjoying unnecessarily costly items, and yet they would be violating no written code of discipline and participating in no explicitly condemned behavior. By the letter of the “Advices,” Friends were exemplars in simplicity, but by new realities and social perceptions they clearly were not. It is not a coincidence that the Quaker Reformation began in the late 1740s and 1750s. The rise of capitalism and new realities of class and goods directly destabilized Quaker conceptions of luxury and vice. Being “luxurious,” “superfluous” or “vain” suddenly, due to the advance of market capitalism (and the Quakers’ success therein), became much more difficult to identify. Friends could no longer quickly recognize luxury when they saw it.

Such changes were threatening but ambiguous, and it was the ambiguity that confounded elders, reformers, and others concerned about moral and spiritual purity within the Society. Had the problem with luxury been an infiltration of fancy carpets, or something else tangible and specific, they simply would have condemned fancy carpets (as they in fact did in 1719)26 and made sure no Friends owned any. But the problem was larger than carpets or any other item or rule. It was a problem facing every material possession, including those encouraged and deemed “necessary” by Quaker founders.27 Early Quakers trusted that Friends would discern between lawful things, which would be accepted as morally neutral, and unlawful things, which would be rejected as morally inappropriate. Suddenly, however, in the 1740s, the primary threat of luxury came not from “unlawful things,” but from the new danger of the unlawful use of lawful things; or, as John Griffith put it, the threat of “worldly enjoyments, good in themselves.”28

This new anxiety over the unlawful use of lawful things was expressed
in many ways. When speaking about the spiritual decline of the Society, reformers would often use images of a slippery slope. John Griffith complained of “undue liberties” that were “creeping in” to the Society. John Churchman warned how vanity had “subtly crept in.” The rhetoric of the slippery slope suggests that Friends recognized that the problems surrounding luxury were gradually changing over time and were connected to new social expectations brought about by changes in market capitalism.

More directly, Friends often spoke plainly of their concern about the threat of “worldly things, good in themselves” and objected to the “undue liberty” taken with “things deemed lawful.” The Life and Travels of John Pemberton contains these words of caution from Thomas Ross: “Beware of lawful things; these lawful things are the strongest baits Satan ever laid for our Society. O, these lawful things, they have hurt many.” Some cautioned specifically against the “unlawful love of lawful things.” This was quite a change in Quaker thinking about morality. Earlier generations knew superfluity when they saw it, and when they saw it they were quick to label it “unlawful.” And that, Quakers presumed, was that. After the market revolution of the 1740s, however, it was suddenly things always trustingly deemed “lawful” – items like carriages and cloth – that became the battleground against vanity.

When reading the reformers’ jeremiads about the Society’s decline into vanity, superfluities, and the world’s customs and fashions, one must therefore keep a mind on context. Though many Quakers were without doubt prospering monetarily, it was not violations of the old stable definition of luxury that bothered the reformers. There were remarkably few recorded disciplinary violations of dress, speech, gaming, titles, or other charges you would expect if the Society really were rushing headlong into the vanities and fashions of the world. On the contrary, Quakers were abiding by the letter of the traditional received censures against material vice and luxury. But meanwhile it was luxury itself that was changing. Due to changes in the market, “what was perceived at one moment as a luxury could within a short time be seen… as a necessity.” The reformers were not reacting against actual violations of luxury but rather against a changing ethos that undermined Quaker safeguards against luxury. The influx of goods and the new realities of class consciousness that arose in the 1740s meant that a Quaker could buy only things deemed “lawful” and “necessary” and still be recognized by all – Quakers and non-Quakers alike – to be luxuriously rich. The leaders of the Quaker Reformation were responding to this new reality. Their protestations against vanity, superfluity, custom, and the unlawful use of lawful things were all connected to a quiet realization that the specter of worldly luxury had transformed and was coming in through the unguarded
door of “worldly enjoyments, good in themselves.” The leaders of the Quaker Reformation were moved to act because they perceived a spiritual decline in the Society, a decline that was caused by an increase in luxury, which was in turn caused by the market revolution and the new realities of luxury. In this way, the rise of market capitalism and the changes it brought can be viewed as a direct cause of the Quaker Reformation.

**The Reformers’ Response**

The tricky thing about defying the new reality of luxury was its ambiguity. The problem was one of individual action, but yet it could not be stopped by a simple rule. None of the many Quaker social protests—against carpets, the rum trade, children’s toys, powdered wigs (which they attacked relentlessly), or even slavery—could begin to encompass the nature of the problem. The infiltration of goods and market consciousness was a unique and pervasive challenge to Quaker restraints of pride and vanity. In response, the reformers collectively set out to eradicate the trouble by (like any good gardener) aiming for the root. And (like any good quietist) the reformers understood the root of luxury to be the “spirit of the world.” In response to the redefinition of luxury, Quaker reformers launched a campaign against the spirit of the world, or “carnal spirit,” that was understood to be its cause.

A paragraph explaining the basics of Quaker quietism would perhaps be beneficial. All public Friends of the eighteenth century were quietists, which meant that they believed in a very intense kind of spiritual dualism. They believed that there are two spiritual powers at work in the world: one is from God; the other is evil and stands with the flesh and the world. Just as there were two such powers in the universe, there were also two such powers in the individual. Quaker worship allowed for a time when the fleshy self would be put down and the divine Inward Light lifted up. They did not mix. John Griffith wrote: “I have, by experience from my childhood, found two spirits or seeds striving in me for mastery or rule: I have discovered them to be irreconcilable enemies one to the other; and that I could not serve them both at the same time.” A primary result of the spirit of the world is self-love. Self-love, by stemming from the wrong spirit, is the opposite of Christian love, resignation, and virtue. The selfish spirit in the person is the source of all sin and thus “the greatest of all tyrants,” and the “great enemy to our advancement in godliness.” Fortunately it can be subdued and, by the power of the Light of Christ within, slowly annihilated, wiping out one’s will and desires along with it. Quietist Quakers also believed that external actions were a reflection of the spirit in which a person acted. If one was abiding by the Spirit of God, their actions would necessarily be righteous.
Likewise, if one acted from the carnal spirit, their actions would be evil. Holiness should be and always will be demonstrable and external. It is simply impossible to be living in the right Spirit and performing or persisting in any type of sin.

The Quaker reformers, then, believed that the ambiguous problem of luxury was a direct consequence of the presence and increase of the carnal spirit within the Society. As Joshua Evans wrote, “new fashions in dress, house furniture, sumptuous tables, costly vessels and other things” were mere evidences of the presence of “the corrupt root of pride.” They also believed that, if they could right the spirit which operated within the society (which was indeed possible) they would fix and remove all problems of vice, including luxury. In the words of John Pemberton, “Were the professors of the blessed truth more generally redeemed from the spirit and friendship of the world, and did they live and appear more conformable to their profession, light would spread and truth prosper more.” By attacking the carnal spirit that was the source of luxury, the reformers believed they would effectually change the outward realities and practices of Friends.

John Woolman was exceptional in his trust that efforts to change the internal spirit of people would result in fundamental changes in social structures and realities. Like George Fox, Woolman had an optimistic economic theory which maintained that, due to God’s benevolent ordering of the natural world, there are plenty of resources on earth to abundantly feed, shelter and care for every person. The problem that prevented this utopia was the inequitable distribution of resources caused by pride and self-love. Woolman trusted that, just as the Spirit of God has the power to quash the carnal spirit within the individual, a perfectly equitable world was realizable if the Spirit gained ground in enough people. If individuals responded to the Inward Light, they would have no other path than to limit their own business and not demand labor from others. The true Spirit will lead to contentment with only the natural necessities. Though it might be a difficult “baptizing” experience, the Truth will lead people to “set aside all self-interest and come to be weaned from the desire of getting estates.” In Woolman’s mind, the process was inevitable: People would, by the assistance of the Holy Spirit, gradually subjugate their own wills and grow in the Spirit of Truth. This would predictably cause people to limit their own business, their own desires for material possessions, and to cease from demanding unnecessary labour from any worker or employee. Once this natural, right way of living began to spread, the unequal distribution of resources would stop and God’s benevolently ordered utopia would come into reality. Slavery, the exploitation of workers, and the realities of poverty would have no cause or chance for existence. All would have
enough and none would desire more. All Quaker reformers were in agreement: The solution to the new ambiguities and realities of luxury was a quenching of the carnal spirit. They were also unanimous in an optimistic hope that such a spiritual reformation would have sizable structural changes in the economic status quo. But how does one go about quashing the carnal spirit?

Confronting the Carnal Spirit

Here it helps to make the uncomfortable realization that, despite the temptation to lump them all together, there was no real body of “the Quaker reformers.” Indeed, it is not entirely appropriate to speak of “the Quakers” either. Instead, we should see that the group of reformers – let alone the whole Society – was a collection of men and women with different ideas, different emphases, different backgrounds, and different interests. And, in fact, those differences led to different ideas about the best way to confront the carnal spirit. I have identified three main strategies.

First, there were those who believed new testimonies against specific vices were needed to combat the elusive carnal spirit. In the tradition of distinctive Quaker testimonies such as those against day names or hat honor, these Quakers offered new bans on the instruments of luxury. The best representative of this camp was Joshua Evans, though John Woolman is most often associated with the idea. That Woolman blanched at using certain place settings, resisted war taxes, wore undyed clothes, and would walk or sail in steerage rather than use vain forms of travel is well known. Less known is his testimony of reducing his business, intentionally dropping a potentially lucrative merchandise opportunity to avoid business “cumbers” and practice true resignation to God’s will. Woolman’s neighbor in Mount Holly, Joshua Evans, took such testimonies to an even higher level. He wore all his clothes a bright shocking white, both to stand against clothing dye and also to showcase the symbolic color of innocence. He was particularly adamant against the consumption of tea, lamenting that there were plenty of local herbs and delicacies to be enjoyed. Due to the rum trade, he refused to give rum even to the workers at his farm, a gift that was expected in his day. Evans recognized that facial hair was part of God’s design and so grew out a long beard. This is remarkable since, due to their rise in the English Revolution, “a time when smooth faces were universal,” Quakers had always thought shaving to be natural and beards to be an ornament of vanity. If we believe his description, his beard had a shock value for his Quaker peers similar to that of a giant pink mohawk today. Perhaps most surprisingly, Evans concluded that, in the Garden of Eden – where all was naturally ordered – the “devouring nature” had not yet entered, and so Adam
and Eve must have been vegetarians. Thus, and with great difficulty to Evans personally, he gave up eating meat.  

There was also the unique figure of William Boen, an African-American Friend who was a contemporary and neighbor of both Evans and Woolman in Mount Holly. Not much is known of Boen, but it is recorded that he also wore undyed clothing, grew out a “venerable” white beard that “impressed people [with] awe” due to the “singularity of his dress and appearance,” and believed that the “spirit of war… stands in connexion [with] the love of money.” It seems that perhaps there was an entire movement of “singular” testimonies amongst the Quaker men of eighteenth-century Mount Holly!

The new testimonies of Mount Holly did not sweep the Society by storm, however. Evans, it seems, was not usually much more than tolerated. His initial requests to be given a certificate to travel in the ministry were denied on the grounds that his many testimonies were too unusual. It was only because the spirit of the Reformation was sweeping through the Society that he was not rejected like the eccentric Benjamin Lay before him. But Evans was in fact accepted and influential in his own right. Though not a popular method, his inundation of new specific testimonies was one strategy to combat the carnal spirit.

A second strategy was a forthright critique of the accumulation of wealth. Exemplified by Anthony Benezet, a few leading Quakers tried to argue that the dual possession of substantial wealth and the proper Spirit was a contradiction. It was a paradox to believe that you could “live in… ease and plenty” and still be a good religious steward. Benezet wrote: “That a man should labour to be rich and amass wealth, a state which … proves the ruin of so many thousands – is this keeping clear from defilement[?] Now, that such a person shall esteem himself, and be esteemed, a religious man, and perhaps be the more regarded, even by religious people, is a mere paradox; yet it is too often the case.”

Now, it is important to point out that such counsels were never radically absolute. No eighteenth-century Quaker I have come across advocated voluntary poverty, and every example of exegesis on the pericope of the Rich Young Man suggested that we mustn’t take Jesus’s advice to “sell all you have” too literally. Nonetheless, a few Quakers felt the need, in light of the increasing carnal spirit, to assert that the simultaneous possession of wealth and the Spirit of Truth was paradoxical – an assertion that is always bold.

The third and most notable strategy for combating the carnal spirit was an attack against “formality,” “hypocrisy,” “lukewarmness,” or other forms of spiritual pretense in the Society, especially in worship and amongst the ministers. John Pemberton complained that “Many of the professors of Truth in this day, attend meetings for form, and because it is looked upon as
disreputable to forsake going to places of worship; many content themselves
with going once a week, and by reason of these, our meetings are covered
with heaviness, dryness, and gloom.”72 Some reformers accused these
“formal” Quakers with sullying the intense purity of worship and thus being
the principal cause of the increase of the carnal spirit. After all, formality was
a “relaxation of spirit,” and “relaxation of spirit… is the time Lucifer
arises.”73 Thus the reformers set off on a campaign of “warfare against
lukewarmness [which] brings darkness and death over a meeting”74 by
stressing the eldersing of ministers, strictly admonishing any vocal ministry
that was not rooted in the proper Spirit, and stressing the priority of Meeting
for Worship, especially the expected midweek Meeting.75

This third strategy for resisting the carnal spirit – countering spiritual
formality and lukewarmness – is most notable not for itself but because of
its particular omissions and advocates. Unlike the first and second strate-
gies, the third offered no direct challenge to the possession of wealth or
status symbols.76 Being very internal in its direction, the attack on formality
insisted that “the greatest enemies to the truth were the professors of it, who
did not observe the instructions of truth, or grace of God in their own
hearts”77 rather than those who drank tea or accumulated piles of money. A
person could be a wealthy Quaker grandee and, while fully advocating
against formalism, not experience any threat to his own comfort or wealth.
Indeed, it seems that a reformer’s own personal wealth was directly
proportional to her emphasis on “formality” rather than specific critiques or
testimonies against wealth.78 John Pemberton, for example, spoke fre-
cently about “lukewarmness” and “formality,” but in his Life and Travels
words like “vanity” or “acquisition” rarely make an appearance. John
Pemberton was also one of eighty-four carriage owners in the city of
Philadelphia, carriages being the most conspicuous status symbol of wealth
available at the time.79 By stressing formality, with its strongly internal
emphases, this group of Quaker reformers clearly undercut any attempts to
actually threaten or redistribute their own luxury items. In other words, their
strategy accommodated the rise of market capitalism.

This is, of course, not a startling revelation. There is nothing new or
unfamiliar about people with wealth criticizing its negative aspects in ways
that protect their own interests. What I hope to underscore is how the
reformers were a diverse bunch, each tackling the problem of the carnal
spirit with different ideas and each emphasizing different strategies. Though
united in their fear and recognition of the encroaching spirit of the world, the
reformers’ own individual interests colored and affected the ways they
understood the path before them. They were united in their identification of
the carnal spirit as the source of the problem of luxury and united in their
belief that it must be attacked. They were diverse, however, in their strategies, methods, and understandings of what attacking the carnal spirit would mean. Yet, as a religious Society, they next had to agree upon a concrete way to proceed.

**Discipline as the Common Ground**

The unique Quaker manner of business meant that some kind of harmony had to be achieved, and there was only one method for combating the increase of the carnal spirit that all the reformers could agree upon: sectarian retreat by means of increased discipline. Both John Pemberton in his carriage and hairy Joshua Evans could concur with that line of attack.

The Quakers’ dualist conception of spiritual reality of course contributed to their sectarianism. The carnal spirit was associated with things external. The purity of the true Spirit was associated with insularity. All reformers could agree that, like any encroaching external enemy, the carnal spirit could be halted with a solid enough wall or “hedge.” For Quakers, that wall was discipline. The reformers thus viewed themselves as a remnant raised up “that the breaches made in the excellent hedge of discipline might be repaired.” The reformers were united in their belief that, by removing themselves from the world and remaining a “peculiar people,” their Spirit would be guarded and safe. The social reformation of Quakerism, then, which drastically increased the disowning and disciplinary hearings of the Society (especially in terms of marriage violations, drunkenness, etc.) swept through the Society with such force because it was the one point of unity, the single flag around which all reformers concerned about spiritual decline could unite.

All the reformers shared the received Quaker trust in the spiritual benevolence of the disciplinary process. None of the reformers could have (or would ever have wanted) to argue that increasing the discipline would have no effect on the spirit of the Society. John Griffith believed discipline to be the key to the good order and health of the society and called it the “means to restore ancient beauty.” The reformers viewed discipline and spiritual death as inversely proportionate: when one increased, the other decreased. Discipline was a surefire method of beating off the carnal spirit. John Griffith, one of the first champions of discipline, stated that it was no problem convincing Quakers about the benefits of discipline: all of the Society agreed that increased discipline would increase the Spirit of Truth. The problem was getting people to enforce the necessary rules that would result in a disciplinary increase.

Unity around discipline allowed the Pembertons and the Benezets of the Society to stick together in the cause for reform. Individual differences and
emphases could be set aside in the common pursuit of discipline. The rich
did not have to give up their riches and the “singular” radicals did not have
to give up their eccentricity. Discipline was a compromise that preserved
both Quaker involvement in market capitalism and the Quaker protest
against luxury. So long as the discipline increased, thought all parties, the
carnal spirit would decrease; and so long as the carnal spirit decreased, all
other external problems would sort themselves out. By trusting in the
efficacy of spiritual reform, both the richest and the most radical Quakers set
aside their differences with full confidence that their own particular hopes
would be fulfilled.

Conclusion

Changes in the market through the 1740s and 50s destabilized the Quaker
definition of luxury, shaking the Society’s moral security and creating a
sense of spiritual decline. All of the Quaker reformers agreed that the best
(and only true way) to stem the tide of decline and luxury was to attack the
source: the carnal spirit of the world. Differences among the reformers led
to different ideas on just how the carnal spirit could be countered, but one
method could be agreed upon by all: the reinforcement of sectarian disci-
pline. In other words, the rise of capitalism led to a spiritual crisis which led
to a crackdown on non-capitalistic immoralities such as exogamous mar-
riage and drinking.

This is admittedly odd. Did the reformers really respond to the problems
brought up by emergent capitalism by cracking down on things like
marriage and drinking? Yes. The key adhesive to the story line is the
reformers’ optimism about the efficacy of changing the internal spirit.
According to their rhetoric, a tightening of such things as marriage disci-
pline would result in a more purified Spirit, which would in turn fix the
subversive problem of luxury. Given their outlines of spiritual reality, it was
in fact impossible for a disciplinary increase not to fix the problem of luxury.
The Reformation of American Quakerism happened in response to an
increased concern about the carnal spirit, which was itself a response to
changes in the marketplace.

Afterthought

The relationship between market changes and the sectarian reinforce-
ment of discipline contributes to our understanding of the wider relationship
between eighteenth century Quakerism and the rise of capitalism. Though
it definitely lends support to the traditional picture of Quaker accommoda-
tion to capitalism, it simultaneously complicates that picture. The optimism
of Friends regarding the potential of their reforms suggests that their critique
of capitalism was not merely therapeutic but, at some level, was a fundamental challenge.

First of all, those who believe that Quaker interests in profit short-circuited any effectual resistance against the rise of a socially destructive industrial capitalism have much support in looking at the reformers. The best and most cutting example of this line of argument is David Brion Davis’s *The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution: 1770–1823*, in which he argued that Quaker efforts at real social transformation were sabotaged by their own subconscious class interests. Indeed, most Quaker reformers coupled their crusade against the carnal spirit with affirmations of the Weberian Spirit of Capitalism. John Griffith, for example, wrote to the youth of the Society, “I know of no advice better… than that of our Lord’s, viz. ‘Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you.’ Those who have happily, by seeking, found this kingdom, and live therein, which consisteth in righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost, have great advantage, even in outward things, above all others; as the blessing of God, which maketh truly rich, attends all their worldly affairs.” In other words, several of the reformers insisted that they could have their cake and eat it too; that business success and the Spirit were not paradoxical. They set out to prove it by keeping their carriages while working for spiritual reform.

Yet, at the same time, a careful look at the reformers also complicates this picture. The reformers were a diverse group of men and women and, though it is beyond the historian’s grasp to speak confidently about their sincerity, the rhetoric of at least some of the reformers reveals an optimism that the course of the Reformation would change the root of economic behavior, and that the market would consequently be transformed. According to the beliefs of all of the reformers and the system of theological laws they perceived in the world around them, a change in sectarian discipline would indeed affect a change in people’s motivations, which by necessity would transform all economic exchanges. The rhetoric was not one of blind hope, but rather of hopeful confidence. Convinced of both their power to correct people’s motivations and of the link between motivation and action, at least some of the reformers were confident that the world would become, as Woolman dreamed, a place where people were “weaned from the desire of getting estates,” where property was equitably distributed, and where no one labored more than they had to; and it would happen because of the reforms they instigated. In this way, Quakers did not separate chattel slavery from wage slavery, as David B. Davis suggests. They were optimistic that their efforts would solve all social ills, slavery and capitalism included. It is therefore problematic to describe the protests of the reformers as merely
therapeutic. A protest aimed at universal structural reform is not just a token if you actually believe that it will effect the desired change. Quakers were not just rubber-stamping the arrival of industrial capitalism. Some of them were optimistic that, because of their efforts, it might be replaced with an ideally equitable alternative.

Unfortunately (and rather obviously), it just didn’t happen. The Reformation of Quakerism did not stop the Society from absorbing new realities of luxury, let alone did it bring capitalism to its knees worldwide. But failure to stop evil is not exactly the same thing as complicity with evil. Like the Puritans in Mark Valeri’s study of usury in seventeenth-century America,92 the Quaker reformers recognized the problems of emergent capitalism and tried to correct it. Their method simply did not work.

Why didn’t it work? The reformers were spurred by new realities of the market and new definitions of luxury. In response, they reinforced the old conception of discipline and presumed that it would amend the Spirit of the Society and thereby create an adaptation in the Society that would solve and eliminate these new threats and ambiguities. They were hopefully confident that the old square peg of discipline would fit into the scary new round hole of market capitalism. They remained hopeful as the century progressed. From the first stirrings of the Reformation in the 1740s, John Churchman had praised the “younger sort” as the most virtuous and promising members of the Society. More than fifty years later, Joshua Evans was still looking at the “tender” children as the remnant to remove the “stumbling blocks of the elders” – elders who were once the youth of Churchman’s hope.93 Though discipline improved, luxury continued to prevail. I leave the reader to develop her own spiritual or constructive conclusions, but I will suggest that the Reformation would have been more transformative had the reformers updated their concept of discipline. New realities of luxury required new understandings of discipline and testimony, not just a reinforcement of the old.

In that light, I would offer Joshua Evans (1731-1798) and, to a much lesser extent John Woolman, as the ideal Quaker anti-capitalist of the eighteenth century. Recognizing the moral problems of luxury caused by emergent market capitalism, Joshua Evans worked to stop the spread of the carnal spirit and the desire for money with scores of specific new testimonies that directly challenged new assumptions about consumption, all with a flourish of good Quaker self-denial. Like all the reformers, Evans agreed that an increase in discipline and monitoring of external behavior was the way to remain in the Spirit of Truth. For Evans, however, discipline had to take new forms in new testimonies which, despite their unpopularity, removed his participation from the trade of meat, rum, dye, tea, and many
other of the new purchasable items that were increasingly accessible. Evans recognized that removing oneself from the spirit of luxury would require actual physical disconnection from the items of luxury.

In their critique of luxury, Quakers realized that the capitalism which emerged in colonial America would bring bad news. They collectively tried to stop it with old forms of discipline and failed. Perhaps, had more embraced the radical testimonies of Joshua Evans, the story would be different.  
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